Professional
Services
...Creates Turnkey Solutions
Our expert engineers create a costeffective, efficient, turnkey solution that
enables your business to run smoothly.

Using Virtualization to Create
Flexibility
Virtualization enables a working computer device to become
an actual file that runs on a server. What does that mean
for your business? Servers and workstations can be created
in a virtual environment, giving you greater flexibility for
deployment and use.

Knowledge.
Experience.
Trust.

Server Virtualization. Physical Windows-based servers
typically use 10% or less of processing capacity on the
underlying hardware. Putting these devices on a virtual server
increases flexibility and scalability; you can consolidate to

Ancero’s support team provides

reduce space, hardware, power consumption and cooling

dedicated experts across a variety of

costs. Plus, virtual servers offer new features including faster,

technologies, including Virtualization,

more flexible backups, high availability and faster disaster

Messaging and Storage. We work

recovery time.

with the world’s leading technology

Desktop Virtualization. Desktop virtualization offers a single

vendors and partners to enhance your

corporate desktop across almost any type of remote device,

investment, so you gain best of breed

including mobile phones. It reduces desktop hardware costs,

solutions to meet your business goals.

provides faster PC provisioning, and offers greater security
control and protection against malware and viruses.

Data Storage
Your business requires ever-increasing amounts of
secure data storage – fast, efficient and cost effective.
Ancero meets those needs!
Our partnership with Dell enables Ancero to provide
products like EqualLogic and Compellent data storage
platforms for your network. These products combine
powerful data engines, intelligent software and modular
hardware designs that satisfy any size storage needs.
They redefine efficiency, productivity and protection!

Keeping Your Business
Running
When day-to-day operations are dependent on IT, system
downtime costs increase dramatically and may even impact
the health and value of your business…permanently.
Ancero’s Disaster Planning provides solutions to meet your
goals – and your budget. Ancero architects and implements
complete recovery plans for any sized
business – efficiently and cost
effectively – with

